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ABSTRACT
A laboratory study has been undertaken to measure the momentum
transfer from surface to internal gravity waves in a nonlinear, resonant
interaction. The interacting waves form triads for which-1s -Q2s
ZI = 0 and K - K + K = 0; and K. being the frequency and wave-I 1s2s- I=O;QJ
number of the jth wave. In particular, the experiment is designed to
model a generating mechanism for high frequency, oceanic internal waves.
Unlike previously published results involving single triplets of inter-
acting waves, all waves here considered are standing waves. The growth
to steady state of a resonant internal wave is observed while two deep
water surface eigen modes are simultaneously forced by a paddle. Results
are compared to theoretical predictions which assume, ab initio, all
waves to be standing. Inclusion of viscous side wall dissipation and
slight detuning permit predictions of steady state amplitudes and phases
as well as initial growth rates. Good agreement is found between pre-
dicted and measured amplitudes and phases. The experiments also suggest
that the internal wave in a resonant triad can act as a catalyst, per-
mitting appreciable energy transfer among surface waves.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert C. Beardsley
Title: Associate Professor of Oceanography
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CHAPTER I. Introduction
In the past twelve years, resonant wave-wave interactions in fluid
mechanics have been studied a great deal. The original suggestion by
Phillips (1960) that irrotational surface gravity waves would exhibit
such an interaction was the first in a series of papers on resonantly
interacting surface gravity waves to emerge over a period of three
*
years. An experiment was suggested by Longuet-Higgins (1962) to test
the predictions made and two experiments were reported four years later
which displayed many of the characteristics of the theory. The experi-
ments were performed by Longuet-Higgins and Smith (1966) and McGoldrick,
Phillips, Huang and Hodgson (1966). The interaction among deep water
surface gravity waves was shown to occur at third order in the wave
slope or Stokes ordering parameter C = )( 0 , where X = l'IT(wave-
length)~1 and g is the amplitude of the same wave. As predicted, the
interaction was weak and great care needed to be taken in the experi-
ments. While these experiments were being conducted, other types of
waves were considered which could interact at second order in 6 .
McGoldrick (1965) suggested that capillary gravity waves could interact
at this order. Ball (1964) and Thorpe (1966 A,B) presented theoretical
evidence for the interaction between surface and internal progressive
gravity waves, and among internal gravity waves. Hasselmann (1966) pre-
sented a general theory for geophysical nonlinear interactions drawing
an analogy with quantum field scattering theory. Experiments have
*
See for example Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 299 (1967) for a review of the state
of art up to 1966.
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recently been reported by McGoldrick (1970) and Kim and Hanratty (1971)
for progressive capillary-gravity waves, and by Martin, Simmons and
Wunsch (1969) for progressive internal waves. Thorpe (1966A) suggested
an experiment in which two progressive surface gravity waves could be
made to resonantly generate an internal wave. The experiment, however,
was never done. In all of the above work (except for capillary-gravity
waves), at least three waves are necessary to form a triad. For sur-
face gravity waves, interactions among four waves are also possible.
It was soon realized that these theories for triad or quartet
resonances could also explain the instability of a finite amplitude
progressive wave. Benjamin and Feir (1967) and Phillips (1967) used
these arguments to explain the ultimate breakup of a nonlinear, pro-
gressive Stokes wave due to side band resonances. Davis and Acrivos
(1967) used a resonant interaction approach to explain the observed
breakdown of a progressive internal wave in a diffuse, two-layer density
field. Hasselmann (1967) has presented a general criterion for nonlinear
wave stability. The predictions of this theory were verified by McEwan
(1971) in an experiment dealing with the finite amplitude instability
of standing internal waves in a linear stratification. Martin, Simmons
and Wunsch (1972) have reported similar instabilities for progressive
internal gravity waves. Resonant nonlinear instability has been sug-
gested by Craik (1971) as an important mechanism in the turbulent break-
down of a laminar boundary layer. Clearly the importance of the reson-
ant wave interaction mechanism has not yet been fully realized. It
provides an avenue for the exchange of mechanical energy among different
-7-
frequencies and scales of motion in geophysical fluids.
One possible application of this mechanism is that of the gener-
ation of oceanic internal waves by high frequency surface waves.
Kenyon (1968) considered this interaction and concluded that over much
of the ocean it was less important than interactions among surface or
internal waves separately. For his oceanic model, he chose a constant
Brunt-Vaissla frequency stratification. It will be shown in what fol-
lows that the surface-internal wave interaction can be important over
much of the ocean if a near surface thermocline is present.
An experiment has been conducted in which two high frequency sur-
face waves are generated by a wavemaker and a resonant internal wave is
observed to grow. Both a constant Brunt-Vaisa'la and diffuse two-layer
stratification are considered in detail. Unlike previous work, the
experiments described here utilize three resonant standing waves in
which two are externally produced. A theoretical approach is also taken
which assumes ab initio all waves to be standing. The advantage of this
approach to the study of the interaction of surface and internal gravity
waves lies in the simplicity of the experiment. To be more precise,
the resonant growth of an internal wave can be observed as a function of
time in a relatively small wave tank instead of the growth of the reson-
ant wave with distance in a large wave tank.
In the following chapter the experiment will be described. Chapters
III and IV will present the theory for the two layer and linear strati-
fications, respectively. In Chapter V these predictions will be com-
pared to experimental data. A discussion of the results constitutes the
-8-
final section of that chapter. In addition, two short appen-
dices, experimental and theoretical, contain calibrations and
equations not essential to the main thrust of this work.
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CHAPTER II. Description of the Experiment
A. Apparatus
The experimental work was conducted in a wave tank especially
built for this study. It was constructed with plate glass sides, plexi-
glass bottom and ends, and a steel frame supporting structure. The tank
was 2.0 meters long, 0.2 meters wide and 1.0 meter deep. Two plexi-
glass end inserts enabled the working length of the tank to be adjusted.
For most of the experiments, the length was kept at 1.8 meters.
The wave tank was filled from two 55 gallon polyethylene barrels
which were supported directly above the wave tank, thus minimizing floor
space requirements. A basic state of linear density stratification was
easily formed using a method used successfully by Cacchione (1970). Two
reservoirs, one filled with fresh water, the other salt water, were con-
nected via a siphon. As fresh water flowed down into the wave tank,
salt water was introduced and mixed into the fresh water reservoir.
Figure II-1 schematically shows the filling apparatus. Figure 11-2
shows the actual variation of density with depth over a period of a few
days. An American Optical refractometer (model 10402) was used to
measure the index of refraction of a milliliter sample to one part in
10 . Calibration permitted density to be determined to five parts in
10 . The calibrating procedure and results can be found in the experi-
mental appendix. Fluid samples were withdrawn from the tank at selected
depths by a one meter long hypodermic needle and syringe.
Surface waves were generated with a plunger-type paddle in the
shape of a 30*-60*-90* wedge (with forcing surface being inclined 30*
from the vertical). In order to reduce mechanical vibration, the wave
to wave
tank
Figure II-1 Filling Apparatus
Figure 11-2 JAversus depth over 3-day interval
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maker was supported independently of the wave tank structure. Even so,
mechanical vibration due to the rubbing of the paddle against the tank
was a source of noise. The paddle was driven vertically by two syn-
chronous motors, two eccentric drives, and a mechanical adder. Eccen-
tric driving produced higher harmonics in the vertical excursions of
each shaft before addition. Shaft harmonics were less than 3% of the
fundamental frequency. The motion of the paddle was then a sum of the
motion of the two eccentric shafts. Plate II-1 shows the wavemaker. A
differential gear and a resolver are also discernible between the two
drive shafts. The electrical output of the resolver was approximately
a sinusoidal function of time with a frequency equal to the difference
frequency of the two motors. Each synchronous motor had an internal
gear reduction of sixteen and was driven by a stable audio oscillator
andia fifty watt DC \hrouh audio power amplifier. Continuous change
of frequency of both motors was thus possible with this arrangement.
One audio oscillator was a Hewlett-Packard (model 204C) with a rated
stability of .05%. The second frequency source was a General Radio
digital frequency synthesizer (model 1161-A) with a stability of .01%.
Net-motion of the paddle was measured by a simple rack and potentio-
meter arrangement.
Surface wave amplitude was detected by a transistorized wave gauge
described in detail by McGoldrick (1969). The probe itself was of the
capacitance type: a replaceable piece of coated magnet wire 0.04" in
diameter. The amplitude and phase response of the circuitry was flat
over a range of frequencies 0-10hz. Characteristics were not tested
Plate II- Wavemaker
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beyond 10 hz. Amplitude of the whole device was limited by the ability
of the experimenter to keip the fluid surface free from contaminants.
A surface active agent such as Alcinox was used to reduce the surface
tension at the air-"scum" interface. A sheet of saran wrap was always
kept over the top of the wave tank. This helped keep the surface clean
and the evaporative losses to a millimeter thick layer of water per day.
With the wave gauge, resolution of 0.05 mm was possible. Further de-
tails of this instrument as well as other pertinent experimental inform-
ation to what follows can be found in the experimental appendix.
The presence of internal oscillations was detected in two ways. A
Sanborn differential pressure transducer (model 268B) was used in the
absolute mode to measure departures of pressure from local mean values
at selected points in the fluid. The mounting and use of this probe is
shown in plate 11-2. The transducer proved to be a versatile and reli-
able instrument for both linear and diffuse two-layer stratifications
alike. Fluctuations of 0.02 mm H20 were measurable. Beardsley (1970)
obtained a resolution of 5 x 10-3 mm H20 by cross correlating the press-
ure signal with a reference sinusoid of the same frequency. Depending
on the density structure, a pressure resolution of .02 mm H20 corres-
ponded typically to a vertical particle excursion of 0.3 mm. Surface
wave influence was kept to a minimum by keeping the pressure probe at
least one surface wavelength (20 cm) below the free surface. In addi-
tion to internal measurements, neutrally buoyant particles made to the
desired density were placed in the fluid. The particles were made by
mixing together carbon tetrachloride and heptane. Diphenylthiocarba-
-14-
Plate 11-2 Flushing reservoir and pressure transducer
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zone, an intense green dye, soluble in C1 4, increased the contrast
between the particles and the background. Potassium permangenate
crystals dropped into the tank during an experiment provided a
visualization of the horizontal velocity field. For linear stratifi-
cations, horizontal lines of a highly nondiffusive dye (Blue Dextran
2000) were inserted during the filling process. These lines compli-
mented the permangenate streaks by giving the field of vertical velocity.
Back lighting through a diffuser enabled 16 mm moving pictures to be
taken. The quantitative data for the internal oscillations, however,
came from the pressure transducer and the particle amplitudes. Figure
11-3 shows schematically the physical location of some of the apparatus.
B. Procedure
The procedure varied with the type of experiment being done, but
several steps were common to all experiments. Before stratifying the
wave tank, the fluids were allowed to outgas and come to thermal equi-
librium with room temperature. Ordinarily one or two days was allowed
for this step. After the tank was filled, both movable ends were gently
placed in position, and the surface wave paddle was inserted to its
fixed equilibrium depth. The surface eigen modes were then determined
by sweeping one of the motors through a range of frequencies while ob-
serving on an oscilliscope the output of a wave gauge placed at the end
opposite the wavemaker. Response curves obtained were then used to
select surface eigen frequencies. A typical response curve is shown in
figure 11-4. Prior calculation had insured that, for the proper choices
of length and depth of tank and the stratification, an internal eigen
tygon tubing
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press. 
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frequency CT03 existed which was approximately equal to the difference
frequency of a pair of surface eigen modes. For the generation of the
fundamental internal wave (horizontal mode number of 1), two neighboring
surface wave peaks were selected. If the second horizontal internal
mode was desired, two frequencies in the surface wave response curve
were chosen so as to be separated by one peak. This is indicated in
figure 11-4. One of the surface eigen frequencies C,,, was fixed and
a response curve of the internal wave was obtained by varying the second
surface wave frequency C71 and measuring particle amplitudes. The
second surface wave frequency, C was always within 0.5% of the eigen
frequency.
Initial growth to "steady state" of the internal wave was measured
with the pressure probe. One (or both) of the wavemnaker motors was then
turned off and the viscous decay of the internal wave measured in a simi-
lar way. Since surface wave viscous decay times were an order of magni-
tude shorter than those of the internal waves, turning the paddle off
provided after only a short lapse of time an initial condition of no
surface wave forcing for the internal wave. In like manner, turning the
paddle on provided after only a short lapse of time an initial condition
of an established surface wave field for the forcing of the resonant in-
ternal wave. The surface wave "response time" was typically one intern-
al wave period.
Following each series of runs (each of which lasted a few hours),
the density structure was measured and the probes were recalibrated. In
the two layer experiments, the mean position of the interface was also
-19-
changed and the above procedure repeated.
While the linear stratifications remained usable for several days,
the two-layer profiles needed to be "sharpened up" every few hours.
This was accomplished by siphoning off fluid from the interface region
and replacing it with fresh and salty water at the top and bottom
respectively.
C. Data Analysis
The analog data from the pressure and wave probes, paddle monitor,
and phase resolver for each experiment were stored on tape using a
Precision Instruments (model 6103) eight track FM tape recorder. Play-
back in the FM mode reproduced the original signals with little dis-
tortion and permitted further analysis. During the period of resonant
growth of the internal wave, data from the four sensors were played into
a Sanborn 4 channel strip chart recorder (model 67-1200). Playback was
usually at ten times the original tape speed. This permitted the use
of two Rockland active filters (model 1010F), a Quan-Tech wave analyzer
(model 304), and a PAR (Princeton Applied Research model 101) correlator.
The wave analyzer computed jamplitude j 2 spectra of the surface and
pressure probes as well as the wavemaker monitor. As it took a finite
time for the sliding filter to sweep through the desired range of fre-
quencies, spectra should be thought of as only representative of some
"average" value of time for nonstationary data. When a steady state
was achieved in any given experiment, the correlator was also used.
Tape loops containing ten internal waves were made and the cross corre-
lation between the pressure and resolver signals permitted a phase de-
-20-
termination. This method agreed quite well with the "direct" method
of measurement from the strip chart recorder tracings.
-21-
CHAPTER III. Interfacial Theory
In this chapter the resonant interaction of two surface waves and
one internal gravity wave will be discussed for the special case of a
step function density profile. In the mathematical model, all waves
will be assumed to be two-dimensional, standing, and irrotational ex-
cept in a narrow region about the interface. Except in calculations
for viscous dissipation of wave energy, this finite interface thick-
ness will be neglected. The following three sections will contain:
general formulation, derivation of interaction coefficient for the
"generation" of an internal wave from two surface waves, and an analyti-
cal solution for resonant internal wave growth including viscosity and
slight detuning. Derivation of the viscous decay parameter and the back
interaction equations for the effect of a growing internal wave upon the
surface waves may be found in the theoretical appendix. The predictions
made in this chapter will be compared with experimental results in
Chapter V. Several approximations are made in what follows with experi-
mental parameters in mind.
A. Formulation
The geometry of the model is shown in figure III-1. The fluid
will be considered incompressible, non-diffusive, inviscid (later to be
relaxed), and irrotational away from the interface. The density differ-
ence between the constant densities of the lower and upper layers will
be assumed small. Effects of surface tension will be neglected for
convenience. The equations and boundary conditions are well known
(see for example, Lamb § 231).
(x,z) =(L )
z=-d
(x,z) =(L,-D)
Figure III-1 Model geometry for 2-layer theory
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(3~.l)
(3~.2) IV Pop (
D~ IDY 1:0J
-. ' 4- O , ___O
(0 Z
-b 4- Z
The atmospheric pressure has been assumed to be zero and the arbi-
trary functions of time in (3m.4) have been incorporated into the
velocity potentials. The set of boundary conditions will be evaluated
at the mean levels of the interfaces by expanding them in Taylor series
with cubic and higher order product terms neglected. Thus, ('3Z.3-6)
become
Z7-~ /L; 4U7
( -A.9 ~b U ~ctx
U &U,
( LZ
::: 0(- r%.I 0)
( 5A.-1 )
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(354. It)
(513)
(~X.15~)
25-? NN3
L- eiV7 &)'JI
The linear solutions of the above set of equations are discussed by
Lamb (in H.drodynamics, § 231). For
( ~ ~ 0 ~L~ ) {I C S COS G +
with suitably chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions
(3tA.-),1) / -') 13 ), one can obtain the dispersion relation or con-
straint between the frequency T~ and the wavenumber )(. Namely,
(3%. 1)
We are going
for I~ which
- , oLco-.(D-d)coAd 1 t- e ~
T -- e Co L -r- c 4-40 - o4 1(,,-d-) 3g )- 0.O
to consider solutions to the above biquadratic equation
are perturbations about the following:
7r~- 4-e)L-~k(
'Z-01 ::.-f
Equation (35.13) is the dispersion relation for deep water surface
-25-
gravity waves which are not affected by the stratification. The
second represents the familiar rigid lid internal gravity waves. We
anticipate these to be proper choices when - ' where
Note that,
(n2o)
and rewrite ( 3 r,.rf), -.
lIt may be noticed that the terms in L sabove are nearly equal for
- '.The term dco iv-_ will be evaluated withltof7xd co+-Ic(...)
representative wave numbers for 4z -c( and D/L.
Case 1 represents an internal wave
Case 2 represents a surface wave
X co:e )( C7T D) C :A (A-D-O)4
Comparing (%-0 and (3Mr.ll) for , ~)~one sees
that the variations , are small and the two modes of motion are
essentially decoupled in the linear case. Note that the effect of a
-26-
free surface upon the internal wave, though small (< O. ), is by no
means beyond the range of experimental determination. A slight cor-
rection will have to be made at a later stage in the analysis.
With the above introduction in mind, we turn now to the nonlinear
problem. As is common with quadratic wave-wave interactions, the non-
linear terms may caise a slow transfer of energy and momentum among the
normal modes and higher harmonics of the system. The normal modes in
the limiting case of weak stratification are simply the eigenmodes of
surface standing waves with no stratification and standing, rigid lid
internal waves. For the rectangular geometry in figure III-1, all wave
numbers must satisfy YL:;-YTT , where Yl is a positive integer.
Quadratic products in ) , N t, and M3 are of the form COSY,1 Cos5)(
and co*Yn 56I4yh) . These are expressible as sums of S i b (X ))
and COS(Y,+)L3% . It is interesting to note that if two waves in a
triad of interacting waves for which )I tX 2 - 3 :0 are standing, the
third member, if it exists, is automatically a standing wave. Whether
or not the third member of any triad exists depends upon two additional
factors, the kinematic condition that TtT_-tT.,:oand a non-aero inter-
action coefficient governing the momentum transfer among the waves of a
triad. It willbe demonstrated in the next section that both of these con-
ditions may be satisfied and that a triad exists consisting of two sur-
face waves and one internal wave. For any two given surface waves, the
kinematic conditions can be satisfied exactly by a proper choice of
density difference A / , interface depth d, and total depth D. For
further discussion of kinematic conditions see Thorpe (1966A).
-27-
B. Interaction coefficient and averaged inviscid resonance
Following earlier work (e.g., Simmons 1969), three primary waves
satisfying the dispersion relationship -.f: Tot)( ,) to the lowest
order in the wave slope 6,= X4i , are given by'
( ~ ~ ~ ~ - She){s ,((s (M'+ Q
GV = particle amplitude of nth wave
= frequency of n wave
= wave number of nth wave
= verticle eigen function of nth wave
= phase of nth wave
= eigen frequency of n th wave
The amplitude and phase are allowed to be slowly varying functions of
time as caused by the resonant interaction. Both effects must be
simultaneously considered for a complete solution to the problem.
A notational change at this point will now be made. dv will
refer to the velocity potential of the nth wave. The subscripts U, L
for "upper" and "lower" will be dropped. It must be understood that
when q is an internal wave velocity potential evaluated at the free
surface a o , it is $M11 which is really being considered.
Letting
3
ei" -
-28-
3 (
4 b~Jd {~o) Cos)C 4XsL ( fgt~- ) ,
then 0) and S.,
conditions.
Inserting (3,b.2L) into (34.1)
(3b16) NJi - A/2
satisfies the appropriate boundary
Lot(C Izj T T-
X LI(X
IV- s(6T
0o(~A Yh Sc(i~T 49.L( 3
with y ) A = -. 1.
We have calculated the general form of one of the three nonlinear terms
in the equations of motion, N, . It arises from the dynamic boundary
condition at the upper surface. When one or more waves in any given
triad is a surface wave, a great simplification in the algebra is possi-
ble providing the interface is sufficiently below the upper surface
(e.g., ) 5 ,4 d *> 77- ). Since the nonlinear terms NJ- and
involve at least one surface eigen function evaluated at ,
the direct forcing of an internal wave by surface waves through the
(-',b3)
)' :_2 =0
-29-
interfacial boundary condition is negligible compared to forcing at the
upper surface. A similar result can be found in the next chapter for
the interaction of two surface waves and one internal wave in a slowly
varying stratification. In this section, the validity of this assertion
will be shown a posteriori in equation ('3b,33).
We will now evaluate the nonlinear term Ni for the particular
case in which initially only two waves are present and both of these
are surface waves. A substitution will be made which will transfer the
nonlinear term K/i from the surface boundary condition to the inter-
facial boundary condition where it can be compared with the other non-
linear terms arising from the two surface waves.
If $ and represent two surface waves and a mode whose
type is to be determined, then substituting ( -( * into the
equations gives,
L3
'7> 6C-7) 2
(3L~')
3)
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As mentioned earlier, the effect of nonlinear terms upon the surface
modes will be discussed in the appendix. It will be seen that most of
the experimental results can be explained under the assumption that the
surface waves remain constant. This assumption will be discussed later.
Thus,
MLO41k )j 
-
Making the substitution, 4- one has
_ 
L) Kte
( 3b./')
77q934- C
/ 7-=-( 'j.6)
The function ( will be chosen so as to satisfy the following
equations:
(3~.)O)
(3~.i) )
3
b 7- 4, 
C ) 17-= -D
V, 
L
03
(3 b 17)
(3. b.19)
This gives for
(3L) 64j-
(3)493
vf, = o
The function
(3.'3)
is given by
Lj
C ~J
cosY( ors[ s i)L Co's
where
=
,,,I(3b.2)
-- e eV j
can Ig interpreted as a "forced
-31-
N (, 4A )
0
=-0
*
L -
and is given in (3 b.4 ).
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harmonic" surface wave. Since the original two waves were deep water
surface waves, it is not possible for the denominator in (3b,13) to
vanish. This is merely a statement that resonant interactions among
only deep water surface waves are not possible because the kinematic
conditions for resonance cannot be satisfied at this order.
The equations (%.13 , 36,3b.20, 3,.2/ ,3b..) are the
equations governing a possible internal wave which is being forced
by known nonlinear terms which appear only in the interfacial boundary
conditions. We have seen that for a small density difference, the rigid
top boundary condition is a good approximiation. Suppose represents
a rigid lid internal wave. Thus,
V Z ~Ui3 c 4  C~oY~(&(,4
(3X3) )3) D5)T
Using (3T.19), substituting (3,.5) into ('$L./3), and elimina-
ting ' by using (3,/4/) one gets,
where
For slowly varying amplitudes and phases (i.e., for
-33-
-' < , j~ -=1, 2, 3), the left-hand side of ('3.:.2) can
be rewritten using
) a3C Jb('5}4 O
C5 T
Y'3 25'~ tD)S~ 54 5T~6
3
------ 6 5
toS L ,~2 $ 7Co s([ PO6) +
3
Thus (31b, $) becomes
_V- a3 +
C. 4e
In the absence of nonlinear terms the left-hand side of (
reduces to 4r Q q'3 = s 3 . The nonlinearities cause
changes in all of the above quantities. One can estimate from (~,.2-)
and (3b.'23 ) that
(3!,.2_9 )
111
4- Lt.,oj
1?63 14 3
t 5j. 6.31
zz 7-5 ) /
Yj
) iZ3
D4-
93
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One can see that for small surface wave slopes, 6 , X111 ,
6-: 4. , the time derivatives in ( 3b,.?) of the amplitude and
phase are small compared to the explicit time derivatives of the
trigonometric quantities CV's (T3440 3 ) . The type of system repre-
sented in ('A.29 ) has been studied in detail in standard texts on
nonlinear mechanics. We will use the "method of averaging" discussed
in Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky (1961) to obtain equations for the slow
amplitude and phase modulation. To obtain these equations multiply
both sides of ('L,'8) successively by COS k)y 6S{(Tb f O3) and
to'e, Yj 5 L3i ( 33 4+ ) and integrate over one wave period a
the length of the +Ck L. In the integration over space and time,
time variations of the amplitudes and phases may be ignored. For
example '
nd
- The same sort of
result can be obtained in a "cleaner" fashion using a two-time
expansion. The answer is the same either way. Remembering that
-, and )c one obtains the following
equations.
0( ,50) -57
XAf
kA]
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\
The integration over X can be carried out immediately with the
result,
3
~3
The integration over time can be carried out following the ordering
scheme developed by Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky (1961). The lowest
order iteration gives only the contribution due to forcing frequencies
equal to the frequency of the internal wave , 3. These side con-
ditions on the wave number Y3 and frequency \~'5 are just the kine-
matic resonance conditions )+ /0.3- 0:-, VCg +Y N G- T Q ,
If 73 is to be near an eigen frequency of a free internal wave
T , then for comparable wavenumbers, q~3  must be much smaller than
\~ 1  in order that the internal and surface modes are sufficient-
ly decoupled for the rigid lid boundary condition to be used. In the
experiments 3 -03and -y -O/. Thus, we are
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interested in the case in which Y--,-- . Other combinations of
frequencies and wavenumbers of the surface waves will not produce a
forcing commensurate with that of a free internal wave. Because of the
disparity between the frequencies and wavenumbers of the surface and
internal waves, it is possible to show that only the first nonlinear
term in (3Y'7) contributes to the interaction. In fact,
I> 3 5) 5F e 1_
and 
-
Under the above restrictions and the requirement that )C-s and ~
always be positive, equations (3 .32) and (3).33 ) reduce to
where
and
In deriving the above equations, (3Y-, ) has been used with
-37-
.. e2'~ '7 ,) ~and
;-1. - , ..s =2. It has not been assumed that ~~-- o- .
Instead a slight amount of detuning, 5 , will be permitted such that
(.'o, I i-4- E 4<' I~ . Equation (3364) becomes to lowest
order in and &
C. Viscosity included
Following the lead of McGoldrick (1965, 1970), McKewan (1971), and
Kim and Hanratty (1971), each mode is assumed to decay independently.
An unforced mode Pt will decay at a rate a. The decay
factor is independent of amplitude r and depends upon vis-
cosity, wavelength, frequency, and the geometry of the tank. The
primary source of viscous dissipation for the parameters used in the
laboratory experiment is due to side wall boundary layers. The decay
factor can be found experimentally and theoretically. For the purpose
of this section, will be a known constant for any given mode.
Further discussion of will be found in Chapter V and the general
appendix.
In order to be consistant with earlier approximations, the fluid
must be only slightly viscous. ( Ar / < 4  ). The equations of the
previous section can be modified to include viscosity. Note that vis-
cosity affects only the amplitude equation and not the phase equation,
-38-
so that
The properties of this pair of equations will be investigated for
the special case in which surface wave amplitudes 4, 2.and phases
O .,. are constant for all time, but 27, and e-, are allowed to vary
with time. In previous work with nonlinear interactions, this approxi-
mation is valid only in the initial stages of the interaction. For
later times one must consider the. back interaction equations (see
general appendix) and other higher order effects. In the experiments
conducted, it was found that this approximation suffices for all times
if the amplitude of the internal wave remains small.
Under the above restrictions, ('5c./ ) and ( 3c.2.) become
where
(5c. )
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The full equations ('3c.'5 ) and ( 3c.4/ ) will be solved exactly,
but first a few illuminating special uses will be considered.
tuned ( S--o ), inviscid ( A0 ) growth
- 2751- Z 0.514
If o) =0 , then a 5i6 ( -
For non-vanishing - , 0 =- O i.
For resonant growth, 7
ij tuned ( ), viscous growth
o
or d AL
As before for a non-trivial solution, 9:O7/. For resonant growth,
-.- 7, so that C 4 ( ). Viscosity has no effect on the
phase angle e , but it limits the amplitude of the resonant wave.
Uij detuned, inviscid (/\=o) growth
d~-
or
For resonant growth with Q /D0) O > , 0=. 77 , so that
C4,t
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G77
-2
and
(;~J steady state (d - , detuned and viscous
sc (9)
For the steady state, viscously limited wave,
(D-7T~- A-
viscous and detuned
d a 
05i
~- XI.
Define
V
Then
k ,A 3L ,6
(g&aq)
The solutions satisfying the initial conditions, 4 /0): C1o77
~eCos
are
( $ C-
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- t S
( 3 e)
( 3c. )
Note in the limit as
In the limit as
A -- T,
Ti;
e -, rr ,
cj -- v 7/
In the limit as
Thus, equations ('r..6 ) and (e.~ ) contain all of the special cases
The tuned inviscid growth of the interface amplitude t5 Si'sc4
is of the form
(/ - el )
I
( 
-sr.'.-I-- ) 4 4 4 ( 
-71) 
= : r 4 1 16-1 )
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For Y O 1 , this becomes
Thorpe (1966B) obtained a similar solution for the initial growth rate
of an interfacial wave resonantly "forced" by two deep water surface
gravity waves, all waves being progressive. His result was
where C, )C5
This result is equal to that for standing waves if oC . It is
interesting to note that for colinear progressive waves (i.e., et -
0 , TT ), no interaction is predicted by Thorpe. Kinematic con-
ditions cannot be satisfied for CA O , and the interaction coefficient
vanishes for (A zlT .
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CHAPTER IV. Continuous Stratification Theory
In this chapter, the resonant interaction of two surface waves and
one internal gravity wave will be discussed for a general stratifica-
tion. The interaction coefficient and growth rate solution including
detuning and viscous dissipation will be derived from a model in which
all waves are assumed to be two dimensional and standing. Much of the
formalism has already been presented in the previous chapter and will
be used extensively whenever possible. In order to make the results of
this chapter applicable to experiments conducted, the special case of a
constant Brunt-Vaissl frequency will be considered. Solutions for
resonant internal wave growth will as before be valid when the surface
wave field remains unaffected by the presence of an internal wave. The
dominant interaction and the form of the viscous decay parameter can be
found in the theoretical appendix. Predictions made in this chapter
will be compared with experimental results in Chapter V.
A. Formulation
The model geometry is identical to that shown in figure III-1 ex-
cept that the mean density field r-, will vary slowly and sm6othly with
depth. The Boussinesq approximation will be made and the effects of
surface tension will be neglected. Effects of viscosity will initially
be neglected as well. The equations of motion and boundary conditions
are well known.
V T- I
-iWr
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V'ti~= 0
If the "zeroth order" state is one of rest, then
LLT
P,-.: PtUi')
and the equations for the perturbations become
zO)
( k4lj .6)
( 'l 4.'1)
v )LtA
.~--z0.
The inviscid boundary conditions imposed are
.a 
7 TM *S. = / 7)
j
-D
Yzo,L-
( .C'5 )
( q. Aq )
(q 4 .?~ )
(9t;r. . )
I-Z-0
or
4- V P 4-
eD
2A = &r-
D &
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The boundary conditions at the free surface can be expanded in Taylor
series about Z=O. Following Thorpe (1966A), the equations and boundary
conditions (4a-..~-/0) can be put into the following form,
(9q.l )
('I a.'2)
with
LA. = Q 1= 0 )L
where
0Z
Y~~~ 
~ ) U' I6 )
q = (q0 k -II
0 D
(Na.13)
(~/c~.iS)
~ I G)
L + -Zz)
Z. 7-
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In (qjA.Lj) higher than quadratic order product terms of perturbation
quantities have been neglected. Wavelike solutions will be sought of
the form ( -.. / 1 gcy
The linear solutions of the preceeding equations have been studied
by many investigators (see for example Kraus (1966) ). Both a surface
mode with a maximum of velocity at the free surface and an infinite
number of internal modes with maximums of vertical velocity below the
free surface are possible. If the parameter .<<1 where
is the eigenvalue of -
then the upper boundary condition for internal waves consistent with the
Boussinesq approximation becomes
(NCL-11 ) U~r = CZ
If the variation of density with depth had been retained in the
inertial terms of (t/cj./ ), then the full boundary condition
would have to be used. This more difficult problem in which the eigen
value appears in a boundary condition problem is discussed by Yih (/90 ).
If now the surface wave frequencies are much larger than the maxi-
mum Brunt-VoissH frequency , then
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the effectively deep water surface waves are not affected by the strati-
fication. Hence for linear solutions to ('.// ) and (/rJ,2) of the
form r-{Z) cos cgs, ,4S ) one may write
zj
1$S
) o for an internal wave,
z\j
~L/ ~Z~)
£
~
for a surface wave,
for an internal wave.
B. Interaction coefficient and inviscid resonance
Following the method used in the previous chapter, solutions con-
sisting of triads of waves are sought. Each wave will satisfy to lowest
order the linear governing equations of the previous section. Nonlinear
(qt.4'i ) (1
where
(Ah.2o)
(<P/.2. )
.4 to
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terms V, and will cause a slow modulation of the amplitudes and
phases. Frequencies Z and wavenumbers ). will satisfy
T 3:z 0 and 0, y - -: , with : 1 referring to
surface waves and j--3 an internal wave. The results of this
section will differ from those of the previous chapter in that while
integrating the nonlinear terms during the "averaging" process, an
additional integration in ?- will be necessary.
If initially two surface waves are present, then the equations for
an internal wave are
fit/a L-
As in the previous chapter, the nonlinear terms in the surface boundary
condition are transferred to the interior equation by a substitution
.- 4r- , where Itr' satisfies
--. - , -
The equations for /V.4 become
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L .4
(A)~,.q )
Note that
Solutions
(Albs- )
WE, :0
Xk~ LtV&O since /-' is a forced wave.
of (L/. 3 ) of the form
/r ' .zz/,g), 1o 1 X co) z X
can be obtained with
C 4 7r {b) f-D) -. 0(
if the amplitude Z; and phase 9-, are allowed to vary slowly with
time. Substituting (96.5) into (4.3 ) and letting T' , ('s )
Y- ,one gets
+u
i'X-~H~-~i~-TC ~ Y~S 'L3
To obtain ( . ), 4 I and (41;.273) have been used.
tion must be averaged to obtain the explicit equations for
aw . In order to do this a conjugate eigen function,
This equa-
and
(qb;,7 )
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must be introduced such that
Thus,
a) ~cS'37A~-
I
2 (%?~ ~.,L) ~ S4 d4 cd
~~- IC'f
d4ct
I 5ff Ufd4
where
The .0 > fo -L g.o( th.s ) -l (
The solutions for which resonant growth is possible are those with
. The strength of the inter-
action t nds gre.tl up on
action depends greatly upon
( L. J) the integral
- 4
~I ~tt~)c4 Z-
('-I1.' )
,,.S jI, 'i to 5 (U-5 4 4 a )
t D S , ' S e 0 /q,-5 j J, &5)
7) ( !N )TT
,-)(G Tr
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When the nonlinear forcing overlaps the vertical eigen function
, the value of the integral will be large. Conversely,
when the nonlinear forcing does not overlap , the interaction
will be weak. The vertical dependence of E' and
are not the same. Terms in n, are of the form esp {r4
For high frequency surface waves, these decay rather quickly with depth.
The forced wave U has the following form:
It decays linearly with depth and has a better overlap with the low
mode eigen functions 2-). If the Brunt-Vaissli frequency M
is constant, then
and the integral ( L>.1/ ) may be evaluated. The phase and amplitude
equations, (42 ) and ( A/b9 ) then reduce to
14 L-> + sqi' T 'ZL
di e 5 0
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where
and Y... 4 1 -- . -
Note that both Y,-t and Y,+Xt can simultaneously satisfy
L rr
then r,(-y-- ( r-t" - and 4, y-
The vertical mode number ot will be different in each case. The growth '
rate for the higher modes (,0,: 4- / ) is much less, however, than for the
lower modes. Thus with A -1 , ('Th./{, ) becomes
(- rr U D IgrAgge? (y,,) .(,r
Note that for Y>/ )CL>) 3 , the second term in (,/,17) becomes
unimportant. This term arises from the original nonlinear terms in the
interior equation ( . ), while the first term represents the nonlinear
terms in the free surface boundary condition (/-Ib.' ). As was the case
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with the two-layer model in Chapter III, the direct action of the sur-
face waves upon the internal wave is negligible compared to the in-
direct action through the surface boundary condition. Thorpe's result
(1966-A ) for a constant W model and progressive waves closely
resembles equation (Lfl>,r?). Thorpe found
where
C. Modification due to viscosity
We now introduce a viscous decay coefficient for the internal wave.
The primary source of viscous dissipation for the parameter range con-
sidered in the laboratory experiment is due to thin side wall boundary
layers. The decay factor can be found both experimentally and theoret-
ically and the results compared. The theoretical result is presented in
the appendix. In this section, the decay factor k will be a known
-54-
constant for each mode. The resonance equations (4/1.A/) and (4d/t./{5 )
become
(146.10) 
-T ( 47T)
d4,4- 1 6DS-O, G
These equations were solved in the previous chapter under the assumption
that the interaction term, I, was constant. Under this same constraint,
the previous solutions may be used for these equations with I given
instead by (16.l-7).
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CHAPTER V. Results and Discussion
The data and the predictions from Chapters III and IV will be
presented for three basic experiments (4,5,6); experiments 4 and 5
had steplike density profiles, experiment 6 a linear one.
Profiles of N2 are shown in Figure V-l. The interface in experi-
ment 4 was placed successively atE =-50 cm(4q), -40 cm (4b), and
-30 cm(4c). The latter case is shown in Figure V-1. Results from
each experiment will be presented separately except for Table 1 which
lists most of the relevant parameters for all three;(see appendix).
A. Two layer experiments
In experiment 4, the fundamental internal wave (n=l) was selected
for the third member of a resonant triad. Steady state amplitude res-
ponses obtained from the pressure transducer and particle motion are
shown for each of three interface depths in Figure V-2. The intensi-
fication of the response as the interface was raised from 50 cm (0)
to 40 cm (I)) (two surface wavelengths) from the free surface is appa-
rent. The theoretical curve for interface depth of 30 cm predicts a
greater intensification near the resonance peak than was evident.
Away from the maximum, however, the agreement is quite good. The
phase response for this experiment (4c) is shown in Figure V-3.
Phases were computed by cross-correlating the pressure signal with
the resolver reference signal. Except for the case of no detuning,
all phases were underpredicted. This was partly a result of the corre-
lation technique which averaged over phases that were, in many cases,
cm
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Figure V-1 Profiles of N
versus depth for
experiments 4c
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5(upper right),
and 6 (left).
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Figure V-2 Internal wave amplitude response for experiment 4
with interface depth of 50cm (0), 40 (0i), and 30 (E).
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Figure V-3 Phase response of internal wave for experiment 4c
7
2
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still increasing away from 7T/2. All theoretical steady state predic-
tions depond strongly upon the internal wave dissipation parameter,X
This quantity was measured independently from resonant interaction
effects by turning both motors off and observing the decay of a reso-
nantly excited wave. Shown in Figure V-4 is the decay of the free
mode (T - 12.98 sec.) internal wave. The theoretical decay rate is
slightly less than the least squares result. The observed value was
used in preference to the theoretical one.
The growth to steady state of the tuned internal wave is shown in
Figure V-5. When the wave reached 90% of its final value (5.5 mm),
the observed growth suddenly decreased from the predicted, viscously
limited curve. The resonant growth of a detuned wave is presented in
Figure V-6. A small constant offset between theory and experiment is
apparent in this figure. Both cases are presented on Plate V-1, which
shows the strip chart recordings made during both runs. The surface
wave amplitude, , is the third trace in each set. It can be seen
(in the lower set) that a distortion in the surface wave field develops
for the tuned case after several internal wave periods. This distor-
tion was present in some form for tuned resonance in all experiments.
Further discussion of this effect will be found in a later section.
The temporal variation of phase = 95-,+ 9 L for the detuned and
tuned cases are shown in Figures V-7 and 8. For the detuned case,
the measured and predicted phase and an amplitude (see Figure V-6)
differ by a constant offset. These two discrepancies are theoretically
00 X = 0.065 (theo.)
= 0.071 (exp't)
00O
_ _ _ _ I I _ I I I I I I I I I I I I I
34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62
t/T T = 12.98 sec.
Viscous decay of free mode internal wave for experiment 4c, A 2 3
7r(t)
7r3 3
1.0
0.81-
0.6-
0.41-
30
Figure V-4
.
7r (t)
1.0 - (D O
E) 0(D 0 
0.80
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0. 2
t/T T= 12.98 sec.
Figure V-5 Resonant growth of tuned internal wave for experiment 4c
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Figure V-6 Resonant growth of detuned (5.061) internal wave for experiment 4c
* ~ (~)
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'aw
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Plate V-1
Experiment #4c .Af =0.049, n=1
Growth of detuned wave (S =0.061): top 4 traces.
Growth of tuned wave (T= 12.98 sec): bottom 4 traces,
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Figure V-7 Phase of detuned (53.061) internal wave for
experiment 4c
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Figure V-8 Phase of tuned internal wave for experiment 4c
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Figure V-9 Dependence of pressure upon horizontal
position for the tuned n=l (upper) and
n=2 (lower) internal wave at a depth
Z=-13 cm.) L= 2D =1 IOcm.
related however; an over predicted phase will result in an under-
predicted amplitude of the resonant detuned internal wave. For the
tuned case in Figure V-8, agreement with theory is within the experi-
mental error of phase determination. The deendence of pressure on
horizontal position is given in Figure V-9 for the tuned case. Also
shown is the dependence of the second horizontal (v= 2 ) mode internal
wave of experiment 5. Other results for experiment 5 are shown in
Figures V-10, 11.
The steady-state amplitude response of the internal wave for dif-
ferent surface wave forcing periods is shown in Figure V-10. The tuned,
resonant growth of the 6.08 sec wave presented in Figure V-ll shows a
close agreement between predicted and observed interface amplitude. The
surface wave profile during this interaction experiment showed little
visible distortion, yet in fact a surface amplitude spectrum indicated
otherwise. This will be discussed in section C.
B. Linear stratification
The interaction theory developed in Chapter IV was tested for a
linear stratification (see Figure V-1) in experiment 6.. Only the first
vertical and first horizontal mode internal wave could be easily studied.
Higher forced modes could be generated with large amounts of detuning,
but the free modes required excessive amounts of salt for tuning.
The pressure amplitude response in terms of maximum vertical
particle excursion is shown in Figure V-12. For small detu ning, mea-
sured amplitudes are smaller than predicted. Otherwise the agreement
-67-
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Figure V-10 Second horizontal mode (n-2) internal wave
amplitude response for experiment 5
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Figure V-l Resonant growth of
experiment 5
a tuned second mode internal wave for
with theory is quite good. The observed amplitude growth for S = 0.0
and .056 is plotted in Figure V-13 along with the predicted curve
for . The predicted growth rate is smaller and the final ampli-
tude larger than the observed amplitudes for the tuned (5=0) case.
The former effect is due in part to the fact that the forced surface
wave contributes to the measured pressue by an amount equal to approxi-
mately 1/7 the measured pressure after two internal wave periods. Thus
the actual pressure due to the internal wave is the measured value less
the forced wave value if the two pressures are in phase, which is the
case for small detuning. This effect is present in all three experi-
ments 4c, 5, and 6. The small offset is independent of time and the
frequency of the internal wave but dependent upon the phase of the in-
ternal wave relative to the forced surface wave. Figure V-14 indicates
a phase determination by the crosscorrelation technique. The resolver
output was crosscorrelated with the pressure probe output 777) which is
the actual pressure f) shifted 180* in phase, or electrically inverted.
Note that the measured pressure leads the reference signal by approxi-
mately 90* instead of lagging by 90* as was the case for experiments
4 and 5. This result is predicted by the theory (compare 3c4 and 4b.21).
Physically, however, the vertical velocity of the internal wave near the
free surface is in phase with the vertical velocity of the forced sur-
face wave for S-0 in all cases.
The experimental decay parameter A , was determined in two dif-
ferent ways. In Figure V-15, the solid line and circles represent the
decay of the )1, Ma-1 mode internal wave when both motors were stopped.
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Figure V-12 Amplitude response of n=l, m=l internal wave for
a constant N stratification for experiment 6
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Figure V-13 Growth rates for tuned (0) and detuned (97 0.0 5 6 ) n=1, m=1
internal wave for experiment 6 ,
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Figure V-14 Phase determination by crosscorrelation technique
for experiment 6. Top trace: auto correlation,
R( 0 (L) t..) versus -C . Bottom trace: cross
correlation R(TT- ) 0(-++-)) versus '- .
-'7 3 -
With one motor off, the decay of the internal wave follows the dashed
line and open circles. In the former case, the internal wave decays
in the absence of any surface waves. In the latter case, however, one
surface wave is present and interacts with the decaying internal wave
to generate another surface wave. The internal wave loses energy to
viscosity and to a surface wave through a nonlinear interaction. This
effect was documented in experiment 5. When one of the motors was
turned off, a modulation in the surface wave profile continued for over
20 internal wave periods ( 300 surface wave periods ). The decrease
in modulation followed closely the decay of the tuned internal wave.
The dependence of pressure on horizontal position and
depth is shown in Figure V-16. Plotted also are the predicted cosine
curves for the constant N stratification.
C. Discussion
Evident in all three experiments presented is that the
nearly tuned, steady-state internal wave amplitude is smaller than
predicted by the theory of chapters III and IV. Experimental errors
in the determination of viscous decay parameters and initial growth
rates used in the theoretical predictions are of order 10% at worst
( usually only 5% ). Plate V-1 indicated that the surface wave field
became distorted during the growth of a tuned internal wave. Clearly,
the assumption that the surface wave field remains unaffected during
the interaction is not always valid. The back interaction process
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Figure V-15 The effect of the nonlinear interaction upon
the decay of the free n=l, m=l mode for a
constant N stratification for experiment 6-,
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Figure V-16 Pressure dependence with horizontal position
(upper) for Z =-13 cm and with depth (lower)
for x =20 cm (experiment 6), L=2 D =100 cm
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in the experiments performed is not as simple as might first be ex-
pected. The inviscid, unforced equations for a single triad of inter-
acting waves, two surface and one internal, are discussed in the
theoretical appendix. The system of three waves is not closed, however.
For surface eigen frequencies used in the experiments, the separation in
frequency between pairs of adjacent peaks is nearly uniform. For example,
if a mode #20 and a mode #21 surface waves have a difference frequency
equal to the natural frequency of a horizontal mode #1 internal wave,
a resonant transfer of energy is possible to the internal wave. Since
the difference frequency between modes #19 and #20 is 'almost' resonant,
the internal wave and surface wave #20 can interact to produce a slightly
detuned #19 mode. Amplitude spectra of the surface elevation indicate
that the appearance of distortion is associated with the presence of as
many as three additional surface waves.
Surface wave amplitude spectra were computed using the PAR correlator
and fourier analyzer with tape loops containing approximately 400 surface
waves (20 internal wave periods). The record length for computation of
35 surface waves was chosen so as to be long enough to resolve two fre-
quencies differing by 6% (16 surface waves) yet short enough to prevent
aliasing (50 surface waves). The spectra shown in Figures V-17, 18
represent averages over the record length of 20 internal wave periods.
The change in the spectrum with time is indicated by successive surface
wave spectra. The paddle motion is included for reference.
The spectra of Figure V-17 for the tuned internal wave of Figure
V-ll clearly show a loss of energy of the higher paddle forced surface
wave and a gain of energy of a third surface wave of lower frequency
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which, being unforced by the paddle, was initially absent. Other
"lumps" at higher and lower frequencies appear, but these remain small.
The new surface wave at f = 2.65 Hz eventually becomes as large as the
initial paddle forced wave! The rate of change of the spectrum becomes
less after 50 internal wave periods. It is not clear, however, that an
asymptotic state had been reached before one of the motors was turned
off (at /T = 80) causing a decay of the internal wave and all but one
of the surface waves. Figures V-ll, 17 together provide a complete
picture of the important waves involved in this example. What is some-
what baffling is the good agreement between the experiment and a theory
which assumes no change in the surface wave spectrum.
A detuned internal wave of period 6.28 sec was generated in experi-
ment 5 having an amplitude as shown in Figure V-10 which was predicted
to within the experimental error of the measurement. The surface wave
spectrum of Figure V-18 shows no significant change throughout the
growth to steady-state of the detuned, resonant internal wave.
The general features of experiment 5 are common to all experiments
performed. As the amount of detuning was decreased (with a correspond-
ing increase in the amplitude of the internal wave), the number and
amplitudes of identifiable new surface waves increased with a preference
toward lower discreet frequencies. One theoretical and two experimental
results suggest that the extra surface waves are generated by a nonlinear
interaction between at least one existing surface wave and the resonantly
growing internal wave. The experimental evidence is (1) the new surface
waves appear when the internal wave amplitude is larger and (2) all sur-
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Figure V-18. Development of surface wave amplitude spectrum
(at x = 0) vs. nondimensionalized time during
resonant growth of a horizontal mode #2, de-
tuned (8 = .033) internal wave of experiment
5. Successive spectra represent averages over
400 surface wave periods.
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face waves (initial and new) have frequencies and wave numbers which
always satisfy
-Y? 7r
In experiment 5, for example, only every other surface wave in the stand-
ing wave response curve can satisfy the second requirement since
Y z 4 - ZT/ L , and these are the only extra peaks to appear
in Figure V-17. Intermediate peaks, if present, could have been resolved
with the tape loop technique. The theoretical evidence arises from the
nature of the interaction coefficient (see theoretical appendix) for the
initial triad consisting of two surface waves (O.,E, ), (6tz ) and
one internal wave ( L,,e 3). It can be shown that the interaction co-
efficient for the growing internal wave is positive, while those for the
surface waves of higher ( ale, ) and lower ( &2)ez ) frequencies are
larger and of negative and positive sign respectively. This result is
consistent with the stability criterion of Hasselmann (1967). Hence
the surface wave of higher frequency loses energy to the internal wave
and the other surface wave. This surface wave and the growing internal
wave can in turn generate a nearly tuned third surface wave as described
earlier. Thus, a preferential direction toward lower frequencies should
be expected. This effect is in fact observed. It is instructive to
note that if the phase of the new surface wave (& 0 ) is equal to
that of the wave it is replacing (D,,6, ), the new wave is as effective
in promoting the continued transfer of energy to the internal wave as the
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original wave. The phase of the new wave, , can be inferred from
the measured surface elevation. The fact that little distortion in the
profile was observed during the interaction of experiment 5 indicates
near equality of the phase of the new wave & with that of the wave it
is replacing (, . This is not true of experiments 4 and 6. A notice-
able distortion in the profile of Plate V-1 indicates that the phase of
one of the new surface waves is not the same as that of the initial,
higher frequency surface wave. Hence it is not as efficient in main-
taining the growth of the internal wave. It is suggested that this
explains the discrepancy between the theoretical and observed growth of
the internal wave of Figure V-5.
From the above results, it appears that the presence of a large
internal wave can trigger significant exchange of energy among surface
waves without, necessarily, having to greatly affect the internal wave
itself. Hence, an internal wave may act as a catalyst in promoting
energy transfer among surface waves at a lower order, formally, than
surface gravity wave-wave interactions.
Comparing the interaction coefficients derived for the two
layer and linear stratifications, one finds that in the limit
YD )> 1 ,
-7 12xyv,2 &yD)2
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This result is also valid for progressive wave interactions and is impor-
for oceanographic applications. One sees how the presence of a near sur-
face thermocline enhances the surface-surface-internal wave interaction
over that which one might expect with a constant N model. Kenyon's
(1968) estimate for a deep ocean with a constant Brunt frequency predicts
small energy transfer for this mechanism compared to other possibilities.
A density profile typical of a tropical or seasonal thermocline
should permit much larger energy transfer between two surface and one
internal gravity wave.
As mentioned in Phillips (1966), the maximum transfer of
energy from a beam of surface waves would be to internal waves propag-
ting at right angles to the directionality in the surface wave field.
This is due to the form of the interaction integral(4b.1l):
where 6 (i)is the conjugate vertical eigen function for an internal
wave, and arises from the surface wave forcing at the
free surface. The surface wavenumbers ) and have been assumed
to be nearly equal in magnitude. Kenyon (1968) found a similar maximum
transfer at right angles to the surface wave field using a Lagrangian
formulation. As yet, no observations of oceanic surface and internal
waves have been sufficient to prove or disprove the surface wave
generation mechanism for internal waves.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPENDIX
The calibration of the A/0 refractometer was done by accurately
weighing a fixed volume of fluid, standardizing against distilled water,
then measuring the index of refraction of a sample. Figure A-1 is a
plot of eleven calibration points, a second order polynomial fit to the
data, and a published calibration curve. If F- (-/) /0: A 4if4+C y
then the fit to the data points gives A=0.3, B=.399, C=5.35x10-5. The
published curve is G~=.4J06VL .
A static calibration of two surface wave probes is shown in Figure
A-2. An additional stage of amplification removing the DC offset was
necessary. Shown in Plate A-1 is the wavegauge. More detailed des-
cription can be found in McGoldrick (1969).
The wave tank, wave maker and filling apparatus are shown in Plate
A-2.
Table 1 contains a summary of the parameter values used in the
experiments.
200
0
x
100
100 200 300 (n-l.3330)x 104
Calibration of A/0 refractometerFigure A-1
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0 -
0.10 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 inch
Figure A-2 Static calibration of surface probes
0.20
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Plate A-/ Surface Probe
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Plate A-2 Wave Tank
TABLE 1
01(rad/sec)
a02
18.20
17.72
18.91
17.88
18.20
17.71
a03
&0 3 (linear theory)
.484
.492
1.034
1.015
.493
.488
a 1(mm)
3.77
2.79
3.75
(mm)
2.68
2.36
2.68
a3(mm)
5.5
5.75
4.'75
Pmax
1.049
1.077
1.116
N (rad/sec)
max
4.9
4.76
N
1.10
Ae =(
0071
,040
0086
Exp. 4c
Exp. 5
Exp. 6
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THEORETICAL APPENDIX
I. Viscous boundary layer dissipation
A. Two layer model
If ?(5 (04-G)is the interior velocity of the standing in-
ternal wave, then the total velocity field satisfying a no-slip
boundary condition is
where 
-. Y
and is the normal to the rigid surface. The total dissipation
per unit area in the boundary layer is Y ( 9
Since little horizontal motion due to the internal wave was ob-
served at the free surface, it will be considered a no-slip sur-
face. For the internal wave field represented by (4/i. 95) the
total dissipation due to side wall boundary layers in one wave
period is
where
c 2, L _______________ P-6
where W is the width of the tank,
and E -( )( )('96) 4
is the total energy of the internal wave.
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Dissipation at the diffuse interface has been calculated using a
model in which the Brunt-VaisAl'A frequency is everywhere zero
except in a thin layer of thickness in which it is a constant
and much larger than the wave frequency q~. It is possible to
match up horizontal and vertical velocities of the top and bottom
layers. In this region
~Ehe dissipation per unit area in this region is
the total dissipation in this layer is
D- - Re (1  )P
If
then the dissipation constant /k is given by
C ? -y
For the two layer experiments
Pe-'1/2-. Z i/D
t\3 e-'/Z
a- 20
B. Linear Stratification
Using the result of McEwan (1971), the dissipation
parameter for side wall boundary layers may be written (with no-
tational change and correction of a glaring typographical error)
Or
4
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I -I Vt L1W)where R e \A/ : 1 7 vo/u -
When evaluated for the parameters of experiment 6 , this gives
xz; T- , 0S wheras the measured decay rate with
both motors off was O. - . For the purposes of the calcula-
tors in chapter V, the measured value was used.
II. A note on the method of tuning
If one of the surface waves is a normal mode (i.e. V~, '5 -' )
but the other is not then
c1 CY1 X1sIL)
but k C3 S X 505 4G
y PL )ITtwhere 
,-
Nonlinear products such as 7, contribute to the forcing of
the internal wave. If we are interested in an internal wave with
wave number )t CO- then
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gives the contribution of this product term to the forcing
of that internal wave. But
where
Hence one of the surface waves can be a "forced" wave yet still
contribute to the interaction.
The method of tuning is described in chapter II. It was con-
venient in the laboratory to just change slightly the frequency
of one of the surface waves and observe the growth of the internal
wave. The main disadvantage of this method is that one cannot
measure k without an elaborate calibration experiment. For fre-
quencies \~ near Tc , however,
III. Nonlinear product terms
The nonlinear product term for the continuous strati-
fication was evaluated for the case in which two surface waves
were present. This term was the same as the product term in the two
layer model, N1  . This should not come as a surprise as
both terms came from the free surface boundary conditions. This
suggests that the general case of a smoothly varying /7-)could
have been used for a linear stratification as well as a diffuse
-7
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two layer one. The form for is
I
If subscripts 1 and 2 refer to surface waves, then 2
reduces to .. _l..
The back interaction terms can be found by permuting the indices .
Since the nonlinear products already appear in the equation
governing the surface waves, averaged equations for the slowly
varying amplitudes 4j, ,Z and phases G, ,G can be found direct-
ly. Simmons (1969) obtained general inviscid solutions for
phases D. and amplitudes a ;in the form of elliptic functions.
In order to model the experiment described here, however, one
would also have to include viscosity and paddle forcing.
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